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1 Bottle of Oil 
1 Cake Tin 
1 Cake board 
A little pot or bottle of vanilla (you can use this in your cake and ice cream

1 Bag of Ice Cream Powder (3.5g) 
1 tub of flavouring (Chocolate/Raspberry/Strawberry/Toffee) depends on which flavour you
purchased
500ml UHT milk 
70mls UHT Cream (best store in the fridge) 
1 Bag of sugar 

1Tub of frosting (to keep if for up to 3 months please store in the fridge, remove 2 hours be use)
1 Bag of chocolate drip (Dark Chocolate drops) 
1 Bag of sprinkles 

Ice Crystals - The main goal in making ice cream is to keep the size of the Ice Crystals down as much
as possible.
Fat - from Milk and Cream improves density and the smoothness of texture and generally increases
flavour.
Sweets - such as sugar, honey or syrup improve the body and lower the freezing point of the mix and
stops freezing ice cream rock solid.
Emulsifiers and Stabilisers (LG Powder) - help combine ingredients together, improve the structure and
reduce the melt-down speed of the ice cream. They are mixtures composed from various extractions
of oils, sweeteners and various vegetable fibre and protein.
Air - is incorporated at freezing point

Hello Bakers
Firstly, let’s check to make sure you have everything you need to get started on your amazing Gelato Ice
Cream Cake. Our ice cream powder is Kosher, Halal and Gluten Free. It is also suitable for vegetarians
with the use of dairy products. There is No egg yolk and No gelatine in the product.

FOR THE CAKE: 

FOR THE ICE CREAM 

TO DECORATE 

If you have never made ice cream at home here a little bit of info around the science of ice cream making
and why and how it set….

WHAT MAKES ICE CREAM -ICE CREAM ? 

LUMPY ICE CREAM?
Please use an electric mixer or hand blender to mix all ingredients in your recipe, which breaks down the
lumps and clumps to form a smooth mixture without wasting any of the powder..



Preheat your oven and line your cake tin with greaseproof discs provided. 170c fan/180c/Gas5
Tip your cake mix, 100mls of water, 100mls of oil and 4 eggs into a mixing bowl and mix until
smooth.
Pour the mixture into your cake tin and cake pans if using sperate ones. Bake for 25-30 mins, using a
cake tester insert into the middle and if it comes away clean then its done, if not leave for another
few minutes and check it again. 
When it is done remove from the oven and leave to cool for 10 -15 mins before removing it from
the tin. Place on a wire rank to cool completely.
Wrap in cling film until you are ready to use it the base. 
You can make this one to two days in advance.  

Mix all ingredients (except the flavouring with blender / mixer
At this point you can decide to split the mix into two as you may want to create two flavours if so,
use your flavour pots and divide the mix into two and add your flavouring pots and mix well for
about 1 min. 
Leave over night to mature in the fridge in a mixing bowl 
Line your cake tin with cling film and pop it in the freezer, you won’t need it until you set the ice
cream overnight. (You will need a 2nd one if you are making two flavours) 
Either churn in an ice cream machine or Freeze the mix for 2 hours and hand-mix until light and
fluffy or use a hand mixer. 
Stir well in 4 hours again pour into your cake tin and freeze overnight. 

Put the frosting in a mixing bowl and beat for a few minutes until light and fluffy. You may want to
add some colour or flavour it’s up to you. 
With a sharp knife slice the top of the cake to make it flat and level (this will become your base)
Either cut the remainder into 2 or 3 slices it depends on how many flavours you have made.
If you want to make an adult version so can soak the sponge in your favourite tipple but not to
much and really leave it soak in
Spoon a small blob of frosting on the cake board and place the top layer you just cut on top this will
be the base layer, it needs to be flat and level. Unmould your ice cream disc or discs and layer them
with a layer of sponge on the top 
With your cake comb or palette knife apply the frosting around the sides and on top.  You will have
to work quickly. Smooth off the top and sides. Use a palette knife that has been warmed under the
hot tap.
Place your cake in the freezer for about 30mins. Heat your chocolate drip and stir until its all melted.
Leave to cool for 5 mins. You may want to pipe some frosting as part of your finishing touches, if so
cut the bottom of the piping page drop in the nozzle and fill the bag with frosting and then fill
another with the chocolate drip. Stand them upright in a glass of jug until needed. (twist the top of
the bag and tie or it will leak out!
Take your cake out of the freezer.
Start with your drip edge just pipe the chocolate around the edge and let it run over then fill the
middle if you want. It will set instantly, wait 1 min then apply your piping and your sprinkles. Place
back in the freezer until you are ready to serve. Remove 5 mins to 10 before serving. 

TO MAKE YOUR CAKE BASE 
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

HOME MADE ICE CREAM 
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
 If you have churned your mix in an ice cream machine, scoop it out and place it into your cake tin so it
forms a round disc. 

Home-made ice cream typically freezes harder than it would if kept in the dedicated ice cream freezers
of an ice cream parlour. If your Ice Cream was in deep freezer overnight, then please leave your ice
cream out from freezer for 5 minutes for your ice cream to be firm enough hold it shape and get a knife
through it. 

TO FINSIH YOUR CAKE
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
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You can do these a few hours before you need them 
·Place the weighed-out Cookie Mix in a mixing bowl.
·Add 1/3 of the vanilla 
·Select the beater attachment
·Blend in the correct amount of cold water, using a beater, on SLOW speed for 1 minute or until a dough is formed. DO
NOT OVERMIX.;
·To portion, form the dough into a roll approximately 18cm (3”) in diameter. Wrap in cling film and refrigerate until firm.
·Remove the cling film and cut the dough into 12 x 2cm (3/4”) slices and lightly press onto a Silicone  tray. You will
need to make 2 batches,
·Bake at 170°C/325°F/Gas Mark 3 for 13-15 minutes. In a fan assisted oven bake at 160°C/320°F/Gas Mark 2. 
·Leave cookies on the tray for 5 minutes before moving them to a cooling wire.

Make sure what ever you are going to decorate your cookies with you have in front of you and ready to go…You won’t
have time to faff around or you will have puddle of ice cream. 
On a tray covered with cling film lay out you cookie rounds.unmould your ice cream (this you have made this in batches
the place a round of ice cream on top of the cookie, then place to lid on it simple. 
If you want garnish the sides you need just roll the cookie ice cream side off course across it and back again either cling
film them or pop them back on a tray until needed
  Do go the whole hog and try coating the whole cookie in chocolate just do half and have a tray lined with cling film
one you dip it shake of the excess and lay it flat on the tray pop in the freezer to harden 

MAKING COOKIES FOR THE COOKIE SANDWICH 

HOME MADE ICE CREAM 
1.Mix all ingredients (except the flavouring with blender / mixer
2.At this point you can decide to split the mix into two as you may want to create two flavours if so, use your flavour pots
and divide the mix into two and add your flavouring pots and mix well for about 1 min. 
3. Leave over night to mature in the fridge in a mixing bowl 
4.Line your cake tin with cling film and pop it in the freezer, you won’t need it until you set the ice cream overnight. 
5.Either churn in an ice cream machine or freeze the mix for 2 hours and hand-mix until light and fluffy or use a hand mixer. 
6.Stir well in 4 hours again pour into your cake tin and freeze overnight. At this point you fill the cookie mould with the ice
cream, You may have to do this twice depends on how thick you want your cookies to be. I double them up and dunk the
whole thing in melted chocolate and its freezes in an instant. 
7.If you have churned your mix in an ice cream machine, scoop it out and place it into your mould so it forms a round disc. 

TO FINISH THE COOKIE SANDWICHES 


